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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS:

1

NEW PUBLICATION: Method validation for the
determination of 314 pesticide residues using
tandem MS systems (GC–MS/MS and LC-MS/MS)
in raisins: Focus on risk exposure assessment
and respective processing factors in real samples
(a pilot survey).
The paper, published in Food Chemistry, addresses
the determination of pesticides in raisins. The main
highlights of the paper are:
• A multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) analysis for
314 pesticides in raisins using tandem MS systems
was performed.
• An ethyl acetate-based extraction method for
pesticides in raisins was validated.
• Multiple residues pesticides were detected in the
examined commercial samples.
• Processing factors and acute exposure assessment was applied in the analyzed raisins.
• Exposure assessment validity was based in real
population data

2

NEW GRANT: Emphasis postdoctoral researcher
Dr. Yiota Gregoriou has been selected by the
J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board
(FFSB) in Washington, D.C. to receive a Fulbright
grant to carry out her research at the prestigious
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Centre (MSKCC)
in New York.
As part of this fellowship Dr. Gregoriou will be engaged
in research activities involving the application of her
patented theranostic nanoparticle formulation
(U.S. Provisional Patent No. 63/035,415) for imaging
of breast cancer using optoacoustic imaging.
Dr. Gregoriou is currently a research associate in
the Nanotechnology Imaging and Detection Laboratory
in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the Cancer Biology and Chemoprevention
Laboratory in the Department of Biological Sciences.

The authors of this study are Mrs Maria Constantinou
and Mrs Despo Louca-Christodoulou from the Pesticide Residues Laboratory of State General Laboratory, and Dr. Agapios Agapiou from the Department of
Chemistry of UCY.
CLICK HERE FOR MORE

FEATURED LAB:

“

“

The quest for smaller, faster and more
efficient photonic devices has generated
a demand for functional (nano)materials.
We use advanced characterization techniques
to study the physics of such materials and
evaluate them for novel photonic applications.

Next generation photonic materials will exhibit new
functionalities and deliver better performance in
terms of speed, energy efficiency and photonic
properties. As new functional materials emerge, a
substantial effort is required to investigate their
fundamental properties and understand the relationship between the materials structure, defects
and optical properties. Studies of new surfaces,
interfaces and nanostructures and implementation
of novel experimental tools for the detailed
macroscopic and nanoscale characterization of the

emergent materials are crucial towards their
implementation into the next generation
photonics. In the ECMP lab we implement
advanced optical and microscopy techniques
to study solution processed materials and
evaluate their potential for optoelectronic
devices such as lasers, LEDs and solar cells.

Grigorios Itskos,

Head of Experimental Condensed
Matter Physics Laboratory (ECMP Lab)

OUR FOUR
MAIN ACTIVITIES

PROCESSING
We deposit solution
processed materials into
thin films, using simple
coating techniques.
The materials can be
grown at any substrate,
including flexible and
bendable surfaces and
be incorporated in other
matrixes producing
functional composites.

SPECTROSCOPY
We implement advanced
spectroscopy based
on optical absorption,
reflectivity, Raman
and luminescence
techniques to study
the vibrational, electronic
and defect structure of
the materials in the
solution and solid state

MICROSCOPY
We use precision
microscopy techniques
such as atomic force
microscopy and
confocal microscopy
to study the topography,
microstructure and
structure-property
relations of the
materials.

PHOTONIC
DEVICES
We evaluate the
application potential
of the materials by
characterizing them as
active region media in
photonic devices such
as lasers, LEDs, light
sensors and solar cells.

PROJECTS
The lab coordinates two research projects (one RIF and one EU-Horizon 2020 Project) with total funding of
1.2 million Euros and participation of local and international partners from Switzerland and UK. It also
participates as a partner in two other RIF projects with total funding of 0.5 million Euros.

MEMBERS
The lab is currently composed of 2 postdoctoral researchers (Dr. Modestos Athanasiou, Dr. Paris Papagiorgis) and 2 PhD (Mr. Andreas Manoli, Mrs. Aliki Souzou) + 1 MSc. (Mrs. Eleftheria Charalampous) +1
undergraduate (Mrs. Elena Kyprianou) students

CURRENT RESEARCH
Current lab activities concentrate on the physics and applications of tiny semiconductor crystals
produced via colloidal chemistry known as colloidal quantum dots. Such nanomaterials have unique light
absorption and light emission properties owing to quantum physics phenomena.

FEATURED PROJECT:
NANOSONICS:
Solution Processed Optoelectronic Nanomaterials

ABOUT:

NANOSONICS

The program investigates solution-processed perovskite
nanomaterials (CPNs) such as colloidal nanocrystals
and quantum wells. State-of-the-art synthetic, processing
and characterization techniques are employed to probe
the fundamental optoelectronic properties of CPNs.
The materials are imposed to various functionalization
routes to produce electronic-active CPN solids suitable
for high performance photonic devices. The project
has received 1 million Euros funding from the
Cyprus Research and Innovation Foundation Program
INFRASTRUCTURES/1216/0004.

Funded by: Cyprus Research and

Innovation Foundation
Duration: Dec 2018 - Dec 2022
Collaboration with: Dr. A. Othonos,

Dr. T. Trypiniotis (Physics, UCY),
Dr. E. Leontidis (Chemistry, UCY),
Dr. S. Choulis (Mech. Eng. CUT),
Dr. M. Kovalenko, Dr. M. Bodnarchuk
(Chemistry, ETH Zurich + EMPA Labs)

Robust, monodisperse and ultra-bright nanocrystals and quantum wells with emission
spanning from the blue to the near-infrared
are synthesized. Depending on the application inorganic and hybrid CPNs of varying
size, shape, composition and surface passivation are being produced.
The produced CPNs are systematically investigated using surface, structural, optical and
electrical characterization techniques. Their
electronic and impurity level structure is
studied while processing techniques are
applied to optimize the CPN morphology in
the solid state.
The CPNs produce glassy, insulating films.
They are imposed to various functionalization routes to become conductive and they
are incorporated in the active region of
photonic devices. Effort for the first part of
the project has concentrated on lasers and
light emitting diodes; work on CPN solar cells
is being initiated.
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